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It is proved that if X is a rimfinite (Hausdr sff) continuumihen there exis.ts a (gen- 
eralized) arc L and a continuous mappingf(L) = X. 
Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem m appin g 
rim-finite continuum in Verse limit 
m onotone mapping 
_-.__- -- 
1. The theorem 
In this paper a contivzuum is a cornpa& connected Hausdorff space. 
An arc is a continuum with exactly ho non-cutpoints. A topological 
space is rim-finite if there exists a blase f x the topology of the spacle 
which consists of sets having fini% If~~oun da&. Our purpose is to prove 
the foIlowing theorem. 
Theorem. If X is a rim-finite ccwtinmm, then there exists an art: L cznd 
a cantinuous mapping f(L) = X 
Until the appearance of a paper of !&udzsic [4] in 1960, there :&ems 
to have been a “folk conjecture” (d an) rate, it never was stated in 
print) that the celebrated Hahn-!% zurkiewicz theorem (a Peano GOW 
tinuum is the continuous image of { 0, 1 : ) ought to generalize ta ap 
bitrary locally connected continua xs the 3 images of ai CS. In [4] an ex- 
ample was given of locally a ccannec- t:ed continuum which was not leven 
arcwise connected, anld hence was the ccntinuous image of no a~. Later, 
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Cornette and Lehman f 31 exhibited a simpler example having the same 
properties. Of course the possibility remained that an arcwise connect- 
ed, locally connected continuum is the continuous image of an arc, but 
in [6] Mardegid and Papid showed that any product of continua which 
is the continuous image o an arc is necessarily met&able. Consequently, 
even such a nice continuum as L X [ 0, 1 ] , where L is the so-called “long 
arc*‘, is not the continuous image of any arc. As a matter of fact, You:lg 
[ 111 showed that L X [O, 13 is not even the continuous image of any 
compact ordered space. Later results of Treybig [ 7,8] and Ward [ 91 
elaborated on this theme. From all of these papers the fo lowing, rather 
imprecise, conclusion emerges, non-metric con.tinua which are the con- 
tinuous images of arcs are probably one-dimensional - or, at any rate, 
.at points where they are not one-dimensional they must be, in some 
sense, locally metrizable. 
On the other hand, Cornette [ 21 proved that the property of being 
the continuous image of an <arc is cyclically extensible and reducible 
among continua. As a corollary, any tree is the continuous image of an 
arc. The theorem proved here generalizes that corollary. 
T’ne author is indebted to Professor T. Muenzenberger for bringing 
r~rls problem to his attention, and to Professor J.L. Cornette for an 
edifying correspondence. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
it is well known that a rim-finite space is locally connected (see, for 
example, [ 110,. p. 191, wherein the proof is valid for connected Haus- 
dorff spaces). However, we can say more. 
Let X be a rim-finite continuum. 
Emma 1. X is arcwise connected. 
Proof. Let a and b be distinct members of X; then there exists a subcon- 
tinuum K of A’ which is irreducible about {a, b } . We wiJ1 show that K 
is an arc, and to do this it is sufficient to show that if p E K- {a, b ) 
then p sepates a and E in K. Since rim-finiteness is a hereditary pro- 
perty, it is cle:ar that 1”’ is locally connected. Therefore, if R is the corn-- 
portent of M- (p ) whrch contains a, then R is an open subset of K. 
Further, since K- (17 3 {p } ) is ihe union of such components, it is also 
an open set. If p faiks to separate a and h, then b E R. But then, by the 
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well-known 
that 
“chaining lemma”, there is 9 subcontinuum K’ of jY 
(a,b}CK’CR, 
, 
and this contradicts the irreducibili 
The proof of the theorem will px ocee d as follows. For each ordinal 
number cy we shall construct an arc L, 2 nd a map fol: L, + X. The con- 
struction will have the property th;lt if&&) + X thenf,+1 (L,++on- 
tainsf,(k,) as a proper subset. Thus by a cardinality argument here 
must exist an QI such thar f,(&) = X. 
Let LO be an arc contained in X; the existence of L, is assured by 
Lemma 1. Let fO be the identity m,apping, We may assume that LO = 
185 
such 
Now assume 7 is an ordinal number, ‘y > 0, Suppose that for <ach 
(Y < 7 there is an arc L, and a map.& I), + X. and that for ea& QI 
and /3 with cw < PC r there is a sujectivc: monotone map 4a : 1,, -+ L, so 
that the following conditions are saltisfkd. 
(lb&&) + X, 
(2) the mappings psol form a transitive family in the sense that if 
at C fl< 6 then psa = ppapSp. 
(3) If Q < p < 7, /3 is not a limit cbrdin al, and 
K 
Pa 
= L, - U{p;i(t)O: ,I E L,) ) 
theli ffl i Kpa = fa pp, 1 Kflc, and f. WI,,) = fa i& )- Moreover, fs (Lo - ‘ySa 1
and f,(L,) are disjoint sets. 
(4) If 0 < y and /? is a limit ordinal, then 
{(L,, psp): a < 6 < p} . 
Moreover, if cy < /? then pga! is the projection map, and if d E L, then 
where cfal~~p~ (t) }oL is regarded as a net 1 vith value‘s in X. 
We proceed next to define L,, J, abncla pya for each cy C ‘y’. The proof 
will be complete provided this can be done in a manner consistent with 
conditions (2), (3) and (4). 
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42~~ -1. : Z!we exists an or&al number tk sucp;2 that y = Al + 1. Since 
f,(L,) 7t X, there exists an arc [x, u] C X with [X, yl n f,(L,) = {X 1. 
Let tX E&‘(X). Thus L, = [a,t,] u [t,,bj,where [a,tJ and [t,,bl 
are (possibI>r degenerate) ares whose intersection is {I, 1. 
bit falstl], [tl,t2], [tz, t3] and [t&1 bearcs whichare mutual- 
ly disjoint except at the indicated endpoints, and which are homeo- 
morphic, respectively, to [a, tX 1% [x, y], [y, XII and [ tx, bl . Let hl, h,, 
?I, and h, be homeomorphisms such that 
h&J, I) = IaJJ, h,(a,)=:a, h,(t,)=tx Y 
h,m,, ‘*I)= [XY!, $0~ 1 = x fqt, 1 =Y 9 
‘~~(lt*‘t~11= bix] 9 h,(t,)=,y, $&1=X, 
h,([t,,b, I)= Ct,,bl, h&)=fx, h,(b,)=b. 
Let 
L7 = b,.t,l LJ l3,,t,l u ix31 LJ IQJ & 
1 ‘+h the natural order and topology; obviously L, is an ZC. Define 
P +Ya : L, -, L, by 
P,,lk+ tl I = h, 
P,,([t,, 12 I u bp ts I) = fx 9 
P,,i[t,,b, I= h, ’ 
It is obvious that p,ICy is continuous, monotone and surjective. If p < GY, 
defirle PT# = P*p Py2 3 so that the family of all ,ppQ (QI < /3 < 7) ;s a tran- 
sitive family. Note that KVa = [al, t, ] w [t3, 15, 1. 
Define fr : L, -+ X by 
f,lK ya = fa&M 6$* ’ 
f,l[t,, t26 =h, y 
f,6k2, f31 =h, . 
It is immediate that fr is well defined ar,d continuous, and that pro- 
perties (2), (3) and (4) hold for all Q < @ G 7. 
&Se 2: 7 is u hnit ordinal. In this case we define 
From [ 1, (4.31 and [ 5 j it is krto+Nn tlat L, is an arc. For each Q < 6~ 
let p+ L, -+ L, be the projection mall. Cabel [ 1:) (4.2)] has shown 
. 
that each prcv is monotone, and it is w&l knorwn (see, for example., 
[ 1, (2.6)] ) that each pycr is surjeciiv? “t follows from the definition 
of L, that {pfla: Q’ < p G 7) is a transi :ive family, 
We with to define f, : $, + X tly 
where P, = p,,(t) and V*(t,)),q is regarded a3 a net with values in 
the space X. For this definition TV; be meaningful we must show that 
the net is convergent. The proof (:I tht: theorem YJvill be complete when 
it is shown that& is continuous. 
* 
Lemma 2. lim, < y cfor ( ta) } eMst8, 
Proof. Let x be a cluster point of the I let Cf,(t,) ),< y and let U be an 
open set such that 31’ E U and 3 U Is finite. It will su&e to shlow !lhat 
there exists an ordinal e < :r such that if e < y < 7 then fM(tM) E u. 
Since x is a cluster point of the net, three exists Q f 7 such that 
pa (t, ) E U. If we cannot talke E = at, illen therlz exists an ordinal P, with 
u < /3 < 7, such that Sg (tp) E X - [T. h loreover, we may assume that p 
is not a limit ordinal, for otherwise? by (4), 
and hence there exists an ordinal q with cy < vr < fl suofa that&&) 
E X -- 0 for all v such that v1 < v < 4; thus there is a non-limit ordinal 
between v1 and p which could be usetl in place of /3. Consequently, by 
(3) _ 9
Since fp(tp) # f, (t,) and 
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it f’d2ows that $ $ Ii& and hence tg E J&I (b,)O. Since pBcv is monotone, 
there exist elements t; and tz of L, such that 
Nov$#;, ti 1) is a connected set meeting UinJ;,(t,) and meeting 
.X-- U inf,(t,), and consequently there exists b, E: (t,, t*,) such that 
jfo(tfi,) E 3 U, 
Because x is a cluster point of the net, there exists an ordinal 6 
I.NitPn p C 6 < 7 such that fs (ts ) E U. Again by (43 we may assume that 
S is not a limit ordinal. Arguing in a fashion identical to the above, it 
follows that t, $ K,,, and hence there are elements t; and ti of L, 
such that 
.t, q-;(tp)o =(tp, t’p)c L,- I&, 
and so there exists 6, E (t;, B t’) such that f6 (b8 ) E in U. Moreover, by 
l(3) the set&f, (L, - K,$ and,&&) are disjoint, and hence 
f6 (b6 ) # f,(lQ. Continuing in this manner, in a finite number of steps 
we arrive either at the desired ordinal e or at an ordinal r C +y such 
that ti U C f,(L,) and f& ) E U. If there exis s an ordinal p with 
r < cc < y such that f,(t,) E X - 8, then we may assume that ~1 is not 
a limit ordinal, and by the above argument here is a point of L,- KP7 
which maps onto an element of a U under fc, and hence onto an ele- 
ment of f,(L,), contrary to (3). Consequently we may take e = T and 
the proof is complete. 
Lemma 3. fr is coP;ttimous. 
osf. Suppose r”,(t) E U, where U is an open set an,d a U is finite. It 
suffices to exhibit an open set R of L, such that t Ef R and f,(R) C D. 
By the definition off, there exists a0 < 7 such that if a0 G Q! < 7 
then&&J E U, and since faO is continuous there exists an open in- 
terval It& of L,, such that t,, E WOO and f&, (It& ) C U. For each a 
wit%. ace < 01 G 7, define 
so that each W, Is a connected neighborhood of t, in k,. Iff,(IVa) c U 
for each a! with cl10 < c11 < 7, then 15~ the definition of 11, it follows that w 
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&(Wy> C u and the lemma is proved. Othe rwise there exists an oKhaE 
al with ctiO < crl < 7 and such that j& (i”/,, ) - U is not empty. Since 
W,, is connected, its image underf& meet:: a U. Let “II =fkrl (Wal )fUU 
Since & is continuous, there exists an o Den interval W& uf La1 such 
that tQI E W& c IV& and such thiat fol,~(W$ C e/. For each ac with 
q <ar<y,define 
so that each WA is a connected neighbcrhoc d of t, in I,,, If&( Wk) C Iv 
for each Q such that q < or < 7 then, ais in I he case above, fr(W$ c 0 
and the proof is complete. Otherwise there I:xists an ordinal f12 with 
al < & < 7 and such that fPz (Wii, )- i!J is r onempty. Let (IQ = & f 1; 
it follows fro- (3) that folz (Lo2 -- Ko12 aI ) and & [La, ) are disjoint 
sets. Moreover, a simple computation shows that W& == p;$2 (W& ) 
and hence 
and hence far2 (Wf*, ) also meets a I/ in a nom mpty set. Let 2, = 
f,,(qJ n au 
Suppose there exists z E 2, f X2 ; then tEiere xists s2 E W& such 
that z = fa2 (s2) E fal (La1 ), and hence ,r2 E k& (ul . Rut then 
which is a contradiction. Therefore 27, and 2!, are disjoint s,e ts, Because! 
a U is finite, if we continue in this manner, tl len in a fmite number of 
steps we arrive at an ordinal ~1, < y and an open interval Wz of& &c:h 
that tan E Wt , f, (W"a,) C U, and for each Q such that cr, < cy < fit 
follows that t’iie se? 
,is mapped by f, into U. Accordingly, if R = &Jn (W",,) ehen t E k? and 
f,(R) C 0, and .\‘.he l mma is proved. 
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